[Revolution of paradigm in clinical diagnosis--from the mechanization to the intelligent being].
The medical advancements, during the 20th century symbolize the industrialization of medical technologies, i.e., many clinical tests are carried out by the highly advanced automated machines. Also, the concept of intelligent processing of clinical diagnosis seems to have been established in the practice. However, it may be an illusion caused from the term artificial intelligence (AI) which attracts the attention of not only specialists of computer science but also clinicians. The essential nature of AI, especially of expert consultation systems is the same as the existing theories, such as Bayes' theorem, Boolean algebra, multivariate statistical analysis, and Fussy theorem, i.e., the evaluation of a weighted sum of multiple parameters. The weak point of these theories is the lack of time parameter. Therefore, the models using a time parameter including physiological simulation, dynamics model, Weibull model and Markov process are important to realize the revolution of clinical diagnosis from the standpoint of intelligent science and technology.